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INVESTIGATION OF FREQUENCY-RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS OF ENGINE SPEED
FOR A TYPICAL TURBINE-PROPELLER ENGINE 1

By BUET ~ TAYLOq III, and FEAXK L. OPPEXHEIWE

SUMMARY

Experimental frequency-response characteristics of engine
*peed for a typ”ca[ turb in+propeiler engine are presented.
The8e data were obtained by ~ubjecting the engine to ainwwidal
ram”afi-OrMoff uel$ow and prope[[er-blade-ang[e inputs. .Corre-
la.tion ti made betuxen fhe8e experimental data and analytical
frequency-response characfer&tic8 obtained from a linear diJer-

ential equation derired from 8teady4ute torque+peed re[atian8.
The reeuh% of thi8 in.re8tigation indicate that en@”ne &peed i8

a linear function of fuel $OW and propeUer4[ade angle for
limited mrriation8 of tiie~e parameter. Algebraic exprewion~
approximatdy de8cm”bing the frequency-re8po nse chamcterietic8

qf the engine te8ted are primarily jht order. Approximate
frequency-re8pomse characteri8tic8 limited to jhit-order effects
may be caiculded from sohtion8 of a linear deferential equation
and equilibm”urn torque characteridk8 OJ the engine and the
propeller.

INTRODUCTION

[n order to design controls that w-iHprovide desirable
transient operation, the clynamim of the various components
of the controlled system should be known. The most general
description of the dynamics of any system is the cWerential
equations of motion, but use of the detaiIed and precise aero-
d}-namic and tlwrnodynamic equations for analysis of dy-
namic behavior of a gas-turbine engine and centml system
presents insurmountabIe problems. On the other hand, any
description whereby linear behavior of the system com-
ponents is assumed can be pkced in a form that is readiIy
hancHedand productive of resuks. The advantages of the
Iinear assumption are so far-reaching that its use is justified,
even where the system is of known nonlinearity but where
high precision of results is not required, such as in the inve~
tigation of controls for gas-turbine engines.

In the linear field, several descriptive forms can be used.
The most general of these is the frequency response, whereby
the attenuation and the phase lag of steady sinusoidal inputs
are given for the continuous frequency spectrum. When
these data are available for each component of a cIosed-Ioop
control system, the time response of the system can be
rakvdated. By employing techniques of anaIysis andsyn-
thesis described in reference 1, system behavior can be
altered to obtain desired frequency-response characteristics
and the reIated time response.

A general investigation is in progress at the XACii Lewis
laboratory to determine the nature of the dynamics of gas-
turbine power phantsand to devise and to evaluate methods
for describing this behavior in a form applicable to control

synthesis and ana[ysis. SpeciaI emphasis has been pIaced
on the determination of the behavior of rotative speed
because of its importance in this type of engine for safety
and optimum operation. The results of an investigation of
the frequency-response characterkt ics of a turbine-propeIIer
engine are presenttxl herein. Experimental frequency-
response data were anaIyzed to obtain the genertd form and
nature of the frequency-response and dynamic characteristics
of such engines, to verify the linear assumption, and to
obtain a basis upon which other descriptive forms of the
dynamic behavior may be compared. One such comparison
is made between the linem differential equation obtained
from equilibrium-torque curves and experiniental frequency-
response characteristics.

For purposes of ‘this investigation, the dynamic response
of engine speed to disturbances in fuel flow and propeller-
blade angIe for a typicaI turbine-propeIIer engine is used.

ANALYSIS

DEVELOPMENT OF LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIOXS

With the hypothesis that quasi+tatic conditions etit in an
engine during transient conditions of operation, a differential
equation may be derived to express the behavior of engine
speed as a function of fuel flow (reference 2). An assumption
is made that the torque output of the engine is some function
of only two vanabIes, engine speed and fuel flow, for a given
condition of altitude and rem pressure ratio. This function
may be e~anded and linearized so that the following equa-
tion apprmimates the behavior of engine speed for operation
in a smalI region

(1)

where a is the partial derivative of engine torque with respect
to fuel flow and b is the absolute value of the partial deriva-
tive of engine torque with respect to engine speed. A delta
prefix before a variabIe signMes deviation from the initiaI
operating point. (All symbols used in this report are
defined in the appendix.)

In a similar manner, the torque absorbed by a propeIler
may be expressed as some function of rotational speed and
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where c is the partitd derivative of propdIcr torque with
respect to blade angle anddis the partial derivative of pro-
peller torque with respect to propeller speed.

Any unbalance behveen torque dcvclopcd by tk engine
and torque. absorbod by the propdler results in an accelera-
tion. If the effective momeut of inertia is assumed to be
comprised of the propeller and the rotating parts of the
engine, the unbtdanced torquo may be expressed in terms
of eugine speed and the moments of inertia by the foIIowing
equation:

Af&AQe—T=
()

1, +;2 ANa -(3)

If equation (2) is divided by the gear ratio R and sub-
t.rac.tcxlfrom equation (1),the folIowing equation rwdts: 1

AQ,
A~e—7= a.ATlrf—~A —*P

()
b+$ AN, (4)

Equations (3) and (4) may be combined, yielding the folIow-
ing differential equation relating cngino speed to fuel flow
and bIade angle:

cd+i)w,+(b+$)w~=a’’”’-i” ‘o

()
If equation (5) is divided through by N,~,~ and 1,+*

N,cma N
and tbb appropriate terms are divided by ~) ~~ orN,cnati N, (n,n

‘J”fwu), the following dimensionless cqurttion expressing
W@&,
,spced and fuel flow is obtained:
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The form of cquat.ion (6) is that of a first-order lag, whic.h-
can be written as follows:

where the dynamic characteristics aro cntireIy defined by
the time constant ~ and the equilibrium condition is defined

(8)

FREQUENCY RRSPONSE

(6)

Frequency-response characteridios may be calculated by
soking the diffe.rentiaI equation describing a system sub-
jected to sinusoidal forcing functions of various frequencies.
The same results may be obtained by applying the opcrn-
tional caIculus to the differential equation. Thus, tho
response of engine speed to fuel flow at constant Made angle
can be exprmaed in terms of the operator ho as foIIows:

(9)

which is obtained from equation (7) by replacing tho first
derivative with respect to timo by (iu) and treating tho
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results algebraically. The compIex operator represents both
the ratio of the amplitudes of the engin~peed and fueI-flow
sine waves and the relative phase angles. The ampIitude
ratio is the absolute value of the compIex function, as
follows :

IA.N. I

(lo)

The angle by which the engine-speed sine wave Iags the
fueI-flow sine wave is as follows:

The frequency response of engine speed to bIade angIe at
constant fuel flow may be obtained by the same procedure,

AN.~

N* (~4= –(1 +?..) (12)

(13)

(14)

APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

EKGINE INSTALLATION

Engine,-The principal components of the engine used
for the investigation are an axiaI-flovi compressor, reverse
flow combustion chambers, and a singl~tage direct-coupIed
turbine. A two+tage planetary gem system provides a
speed reduction between the turbine and the propeIIer.

A ]2-foot-1-inch-diameter, four-bladed propeIIer was in-
stalled on the engine. The pitch-changing mechanism is a
self-contained hydraulic unit Iocated in the propeuer hub.
A lever, or beta arm, on the stationary portion of the hub
operates the hydraulic control valves in the rotating part so
that a linear relation exists between the beta arm and the
tdade angle. Each position of the beta arm corresponds to
a unique blade angle during steady-t Kteoperation.

Harmonic-motion generator.—.ti approximation of simpIe
harmonic motion by the beta arm was obtained by connect-
ing it to a’ rotating crank driven by a direct-current motor
through a worm gear reduction unit. A minimum ratio of
100:1 between the connecting rod and the crank length made
the motion of the beta. arm vary Iess than 1 percent from a
true sine wave. By controlling the armature current and

213637—5%le

substituting various speed reducers in the harmonic-motion ___
generator, a range of frequencies couId be obtained. .~e
center of ampIitude of the sine wave could be ~aried by
shifting the position of the harmonic-motion generator, and __
various amplitudes cmdd be obtained by changing the crank
lenggh.

In order to vary fuel flow sinusoidally, the fueI system of _
the engine was disconnected from the manifoId and repIaced
by an external system, as shown in figure 1. A Iine was
connected in parallel with the main throttIe in order to
obtain a smalI variation of fue~ input about a cent-er of
ampIitude set by the main throtde. The harmonic-motion
generator used in the blade-angIe runs varied the flow in the
parallel Iine by means of a Iinearvalve. Changes in pressure
drop across the va.Ivewere too small to have an effect upon
the linear variation of flow du@~ transient operation. —

LVSTEUMEXTAITON

Steady+tate measurements were taken of propelIer-bIade ““
angIe, fueI flow, engine torque, and engge speed. Provisions
were made to measum alI of these variables except the torque
during transient conditions of operation.

Blade-angIe position was measured by the use of a potent-
iometer attached to the propeller blade that varied the flow
of current in an eIectric circuit in direct proportion’ to the
bIade position. For steady-state measurwnents, the cur-
rent was measured by a milliammeter; dur~~ transient con-
ditions the circuit via.sswitched to a recordii osciIlograph
element. A conventional sLip-ring arrangement was used
to compIete the circuit between the potentiometer on the
propeller hub and the recording device. Beta-arm position
was recorded in a similar manner.

In order to measure fuel flow, an A.S”.XI.E. orifice was
instalIed in the main fueI line immediately upstream of the
engine fuel manifoId. A bellows-type differential-preesure _ _
gage measured the pressure drop across the orifice and
actuated a smaII potentiometer that varied the current in a –
circuit simiIar to that used for bIade-an@e measurement. –
Inasmuch as flow variations were small in comparison with “—
mean flow, the nonlinear relation between pressure drop
and actual fiow was insiiticant.

—
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FIn urm 2.-Schemntlc dlegram of truns!ent reapon?.e[nstrumentfdlon.

The ring gear of the plmetary reduction unit of the engine
is restrained by a self-ba~ancing hydraulic system. The.
torque output of the engine was indicated by the pressure
required to act on the hydrauhc piston to maintain balance.
This pressure was measured by a Bourdon gage.

Steady-stat6 measurement of engine speed was accmn-
plished by moans of a three-phase tachometer generator
and indicator. For recording transients in engine speed on
the oscillograph, a directiurrcnt tachometer generator was
utilized in a current-measuring circuit.

A 10-cycle-per-second timing signal generated by an audio
oscillator was recorded on LheosciUograph film to show the
time variation of the measured variables. The signal was
frequently compared with a standard 60-cycle-per-second
current on a cathode-ray oscilloscope for calibration pur-
poses.

Schematic diagrams of the transient measurement circuits
are shown in figure 2. Table I indicates the steady-state
and transient characteristics of tlw instruments used. The
osc.illographwas used to record only inc.rementaof deviation
from the initial operating point. ConvcntionaI steady-
state instruments were used to measure tho level at which
the transient occurred and to evaluate the increments. The
osc.illograph was calibrated frequently during the runs for
known values of deviation as measured by the steady~tate
instruments,

PROCEDURE

Frequency-response rtms.-In ordor to determine the
frequency rcsponm of engine speed, sinusoidal variations
were made in propeller-blade angle at constant fuel flow
and in fuel flow at constant blade angle. Tho frequency
range to bc investigated was determined by the following
mmsiderationa: It is shown in rofe.renc~ 1 that for a flrst-
order system .t,hcbreak frequency is inversely proportional
to t.hcsystem time constant and that an adcqunt.efrequency
range to describo the unit is 0.1 to .10 times this vaIue.
Therefore, by assuming the time constant to be 5 seconds and
considering the engine primarily of first order, the range of
descriptive frequencies was doflned to be 0.02 to 2 radians
per second.

Dynamic behavior about. two equilibrium running condi-
tions of the engine was investigated. The first condition was
65 percent of maximum rated fuel flow and a blade angle of
18° (97.5 percent of maximum engine speed). The other
condition was 81 porccnt of maximum rated fuel flow and a
blade angle of 28° (92.5 percent of maximum engine speed).

The amplitwdo of the forcing function was the samo at each
operating condition; namely, a blade angle of 2° and 3.9
percent of maximum rated fuel flow. For each run, oscil-
lographic records were made of the time variation of pertinent
variables during steady-state sinusoidal operation. Typical
records of these data are reproduced in iigure 3. The high
frequency variation of the fundamental waves in these figures
resulted from c~ectrical and mechanical disturbances to tho
sensing elements.

l&abfillultl&l# #aila,,,,*,,i,, nllllll &lb&&mlamlallll,,,*,,,,,..1ub&&tlallt911&atu81,,,,,,,,llblbbbbLL*.

(a)

(a) Typfcal dah showhg rdady+?tute .druMdal respone-eof en8he sp?d tobladea@c.
Fuel flow, 81 pereent of mexlmum reted; mean onglrre emod, 92.Spercent of mm[mum;
mean blade angl% %“; freqnency, O.LUOrndte.n Pcr -rid.

(II) Typ!m.ldnts EJIodnizWendy-st8tcSInmMcJmnsc oronglncspeed to fuel flow. Bhdc
angle, W; merm edne weed,97.5peremt ofmrmtrrrum;mean fuel flow, 65percent of m8xi-
mum rated; frequency, 0.S73* Pr weond.

FICWREL3.-TYPice.letendy~nte sImreddnl data for hrMne-propclIcr cnghre.
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Equilibrium runs.-EquiIibriurn data required to evaluate
the constants of equation (6) -wereobtained by the follov@
procedure: For a set value of fueI flow, propeller-blade angIe
was adjusted to obtain nine operating points between 85 and
100 percent of maxhnum engine speed. These speed points
were used for fuel flows of 50.0,57.6, 65.4, 69.1, 77.0, and S4.5
percent of maximum fuel flow emept when torque or turbine-
outIet-temperature limitations prohibited operation through-
out the complete range. Engine torque, engine speed, fuel
flow, and blade-&le measurements were taken at each
operathg point.

RESULTS Ah-DDISCUSSION
-.

EXPERIMENTALLY DETERMINED FREQUESCY-
ERSPOXSE CHAB4CTER1STISS

Besrdts of sinusoidal inputs,-Results of the sinusoidal
blade-angIe and fueI-flow inputs as obtained from the oscil-
Iographic traces are shown in figures 4 and 5. Amplitude
ratio of output to input is presented on Iog-Iog coordinates -
as a function of frequency. Phase-angIe kg of the output”
relative to input is presented on semiIog coordinates as a
function of frequency.

The form of these frequency-response curves indicates the
nature of the dynamic characteristics of this power pIant.
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(a) Amplltude-ratioMotion. Mean fueI flow, 65 pere8nt of nuulmurr rated; memr enfjhe
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(b) Amplitude-ratio rehitlen. Mean fuel flow, 81 pement ef me.rlmum rated; rneen engine
epeed, 92.5peromt of nmx!mum; bhde a@e, !2S0;fucd-tlowampIltude, 3.9 pereerrt of mexl-
mum.

FKIURE5.—l?ueI-flow-engbre-epeed refatlork?at constant bhde engle obtained from experl-
mente.1siemseidd reapen$s data for tyrdeal turbine-pmpeffer ensfne.

~hd regularity of data points indicates that the system
follows these predicted characteristics better than might be
anticipated, Ihthermore, in support of the assumptions
made for the. difkrent.ial-cquation analysis, the system
appwm to be primarily a first-order lag system. Despite
the complexity of the physical system and the processes per-
formed in thti turbiue cycle, a fairly simple mathernaticaI
form approximates the actual behavior of the engine.

Algebraic form of data,-As shown in figures 4 and 5,
although the system is primarily fbt order, higher order
effects are present. Increased attenuation of the output
amplitude at phaso shifts approaching 180° indicates that a
second-order a.pproximat,ionmay more exactly describe the
data. An equation of the following form has thereforo been
fitlcd to the experimental data:

output K
==(l+;T,W)(l +ir,u) ‘ ‘-

The equation was matched to the experimental data at the.
steady-state point and at phase shiftsof450 and 900, thereby
determining the three variables of the equation, K, 71, and
rz, Results of these computations are presented in column
3 of table 11.

0), ,,, I I I I I I I i I Ill t I I I II

-.?0

‘+.
o
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Frequemy u, t%dbns/sec

(o) Pkse-angle relatfon. Meanfuel flow, 66pereent of mrmlmum rated; mean er.w.heIJYWI,
97.5percent ef maxfmurn; blade angle, 18”;fuel-flew emplltude, S.9percent of rnaxbnum.

(d) P1.ros+rmglerelation. ?4iefmfuel flow, 81poreent of max[mum rat@ mean engtno speed,
92.5peromt of maxbnum; blade crude, 28”;fuel-flow amplkude, 3.9 perwnt C4mnx[rnum.

FIGURE5.-Cmmluded. F@flow-engkre+peed relatfona at eomst.antbhdsanglo obtalncd
horn erperfmenkl sfrmsoi&I wponw data for typical turbine-propcIkr cnshm.

A maximum error in the value of the second time constant
~zof 0.1 seeond could be attributed to instrument ktgq; the
numerical vftlues for this time constant 72are therefore pre-

sented only to indicate the order of magnitudo of this second-
order effect. Because the fuel-measurement devica WM
slower than the Made-angle measurement circuit, inst-ru-
mentaticmerror would reduce the value of n in the functions
of engine speed to fuel flow input. The opposite trend of
experimental results indicates that the secondaxhw effect is
an engine phenomenon. Tl~e facL that a rutio in the order
of 10:1 exists between the two time constank T1and r~mrtkes
the second-order effect negligible for many problems of con-
trol anrdysis.

In order to compnre the form of the aIgel.waitapproxima-
tions with the actual data, cross plots of Egurcs 4 and fi me
presented on f~ures 6 and 7, respect.ively, togctlwr with
curves of the algebraic expressions. The calculated tlrst-
order curves of flgurcs 6 and 7 will be subsequently discussed
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FIIIURE 7.-I%qucncy response of engine speed to variations fn fueI Eow obtmfned from experimental dntn and themetfcal crdeulatlons for typkal Wblne+ropellrr cnglnc.

Comparison of frequency-response funotions.-Variation
of the first-orckr time constant with operating conditions
may be of more importance thm tho second-order effect.
A compririsonof fist-order time cohstants in table II shows
that these constante not only vary with the engine-power
points but also vary with the forcing function at the same
power point. For an exact description of dynamic behavior
of engine speed, extensive data may be required to determine
the trend of transient characteristics.

Linearity of dynamic behavior,-For purposes of analysis,
an assumption was made that engine speed was a Iinear func-
tion of fuel flow and blade angle for small transients. In,

order to evaluate this assumption from the results of experi-
mental data, the form of the outputs recorded on osc.iIlograph
fihn was compared with an analytical sine wave. For inputs
resuhing in engine-speed changes of as much m 6 percent of _
mssimum speed the form of the speed sine wave varied
negligibly from an exact sine wave, Greater input timpli-
tudcs resulting in larger speed oscillations caused appreciable
distortion, the effect being greater aLlow-power points. An
assumption of linearity is therefore justifiwl only for re-
stricted deviations on the order of 3 or 4 percent from an
equilibrium point.
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.&7 49 56 64 72 RO 88 % f-4.-
Percenfaqe of maximum-ruted fuel flo % ~%wm~.

(a) cOmt.8ntengh-speedCk@erMics.

Fmcnx 8.—Relatlon between engin~rqne meter, p?rcentsge of maxhmmr e4ine @
propf

ANALYTICALLY DETERMN ED FEEQUEIICY-EESPONSE
CHAEACTESISTICS

Results of equilibrium runs.—The relation between steady-
state vahws of engine torque and fuel flow is pIotted in figure
8 (a) for several vahne of constant speed. Ckoss plots for
lines of cunstant fuel flow are shown in figure 8 (b). Figure
9 (a) is a pIot of propeIIer torque against bIade angle for
various vaks of constant speed and cross plots for lines of
constant blade angle are shown in figure 9 (b). In order to
show the equilibrium running conditions about vrhich sinu-
soidal data were taken, two Iines of constant bIade angle,
18° and 28°, are superimposed on figure 8 (b).

Imses to the accessories and the gear reduction unit were
negIected in calculations of propeller torque.

Range of Iinearity,-In the derivation of equations (1) and
(~), an a~uption wss made that the relations presented k
figures 8 and 9 may be considered as straight lines for small
deviations from a given steady+tate point. The actutd data
indicate that this assumption is justified for the engine
characteristics over rather large regions, but the pmpe~er
characteristics should be emsidered linear onIy in very small
regions. Furthermore, these engine data as obtained under
steady+tate conditions of operation may not be accurate
under transient conditions if the turbine is required to oper-
ate at a point far from the design cundition (reference 2).

Analytical sinusoidal response.—Frequency-response char-
acteristics of the engine were calculated for operating points
at which a~perinmntal sinusoidal data were taken. Values
of the constants al, bl, cl, and dl for an operating condition
were obtained from the aIopes of the curves of figures 8 (a),
8 (b), 9 (a), and 9 (b), respectively. With values so deter-
mined, equations (10), (11), (13), and (14) were evaluated

1 1

,,, ,, ,,, - 1-‘ ,

(b) Constant fuel-fiow ohmeteristks IncIodIng sekded op?mtinglhes.
(cm.s.Y-pbttedfromrig.s(a).)

i~tageofmasfrnum ratedfuelEowm obkfuedhrnexperinwntdckta ibrt@ml tur~
enghte.

for a range of frequencies coinciding with that used in the
experimental runs. Results of thesecalculations are included
in figures 6 and 7.

AIgebraic form of amIytical results.-The aIgebraic form
of the first-order curves presented in figures 6 and 7 is shown
in equations (9) and (12). These equations were evaluated
for tho selected operating points and the resultsare presented
in column 4 of table 11.

For the assumptions made in the analysis, the e~”ne time
constant is independent of the foroing function, as shown in
equation (7). Variation of Limeconstants for the two power
points results from the nonlinearity of torque-speed oharac-
teristics of the engine and the propeller. The magnitude of
this mriation is sutlicient to limit the utility of an analysis
in which linear apprcmimations are assumed. For studies of
behavior within restricted regions, the anaIysisis satisfactory.

COM:PASISOX OF DIFFEBENTIALEQUAY’ION SOLUTION WITH
EXPESIbIEXTAL RESULTS

Comparison of form-C!alculated frequency-response ohar-
acteristim are simiIar to the experimental results at Iovr-
frequency values, as shown by figures 6 and 7. Because of
higher-order effects exhibited by the experimental data,
deviation between the two sets of curves increases at higher
frequencies. This effect is particularly evident in the phase
shift occurring at high frequencies. Presence of phase shifts
greater than 90° in the engine system may limit the overd
loop gain for stabiIity in a combined engine and contxd
system. For the usuaI case in which the eontrcd contributes

--.-

—

-.

—

—

.—.

a~ least 90° additional phase shift to the engine polar &a- ,._
gram, the gain at the 180° phase shift point has a definite -
limit according to the Nyquist criterion (reference 1). ‘—--——
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FIGURE 9.—Conelrrded. Relation.g between propeller-torque pnrameter, percentage of max-
imum propeller speed, and blade angle for I%foot-1-lnchdlemeter, four-bladed propeller.

Comparison of numerical vrdues,-In general, the wduc of
the csperimenhd time constant is lower than the value of t.hc
analytical time const.a.nt.for a given power operating point.
The significance of this variation depends on the particular
applicat,ionof the data; for some problems of control analysis

a range .iif variation of 2 to 1 in the engine time c.onstaut
causes ]ittle chango in the combined cnginr3-controlsystem.
Discrepancies botwccn steady-stat<! gain vahux, analyLiral
and experimental, can be accounted for by the fact thul the
analytical values arc c.alculatcd from slopes of cquilibrium-
torquc curves.

CONCLUSIONS

From a sea-level static investigation of the frcquc.ncy-
re.sponse characteristics of a tm+ine-propeller rngino, t.ho
following conclusions m~y be drawn:

1. Engine spmd is a lincar function of fuel flow and
propdhw-bhtde angle during transient opcrtition, if deviations
from the equilibrium opcmting point me of the order of 3 or 4
percent.

2. Tho frequency-response functions of enghm spcwl to
fueI flow and engine speed ta blade anglo are primarily fIrsL-.
ordm, but higher-order effects exist.

3. A differential equation that closely
speed as a function of fueI flow and bhdc
rived from steady-state dat~.

dcscribw cnginti
angle ran bc dc-

LEWIS FLIGHT PROPULSION LABORATORY

NATIONAL ADVISORY

CLEVELAND, OHIO,

COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS

March i?4,1960
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APPENDLY+YMBOLS
The following symbols are used in this report:

partial derivative of engine torque with respect to fuel
HOW bQ( lb-ft

“’m; ~
partial derivative of engine-torque parameter with

respect to percentage maximum fueI flow,

absolute vahe- of p&-tial derivative of

,

engine torque
b Qd Ib-ft.

with respect to engine speed, — —aive’rpm
partial derivative of engine-torque parameter -ivith

respect to percentage maximum engine speed,

partial deri~ative of propeIler torque
bQp lb-ft——blade angle, a~ $ d%

with respect to

partial derivative of p~peller-torque parameter with
respect to Made angIe,

a[=$+ialB ‘(sec){deg)
partial derivative of propeller torque with respect to

aQ, lb-ft
propeller speed, ~, ~

n
partial derivative of propeller-torque parameter with

respect.to percentage nuMimum propeller speed,
r n 7

ak-’i+n%idI.—

[1
NVa—Np(m@

function of Wf,Nc
function of 6,Nfl

‘ Sec

TABLE H-FREQUEKC3

(Per@Wde.s-)

(pmwnt)

Operathgpdnt

General. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..- . . . ..--..

nj..ss percent of Ir18xfrnnmrated

TJ;=SI pxeent ofmaximumrated

amd --------------------------

p-~” ----------------------------

B-w. --------. -.-. -.-. ---..-—-.

i

1,

I,

K
K,

K,

iv.
iv,
Q.
Q,
R
H-f
P
1%

A
T
a

imaginary number, ~~
poIar moment of inertia of rotating parts of engine, _.

(Ib) (ft) (see)(rad) (rnin)/revolution
poIar moment of inertia of propeI1er,(lb) (ft) (see)(rad)

(min)/revolution
arbitrary constant
constant deiining equilibrium condition,

constant defining equilibrium condition,
rpm

K,= ~ —
b,+d,’ deg

engine speed, rpm
p~pdler speed, rprn
engine torque, lb-ft
propeller torque, lb-ft
gear ratio of engine speed to propeller speed
fuel flOW, lb/hr
propeller-blade angle, deg
beta arm, used to denote lever input to mechanism

for changing propelIer-bIade angle on engine used
to run data

deviation from initial opmatkg point
engine time constant, see
frequency, radians~sec

Subscript:
max rrwm”mum
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TABLE I-STEADY4TATE AND TRANSIENT CHAR.\CTER-
ISTICS OF INSTRL:MEA-TS —

Mea.!.! mrfsbfe I Skdy&ate accmacy TmnsIent dlaneterfstka I

: g~~~l~,~-........ +O----_----------..--..---IduJt.lt.(&JsclTlo.@Taphde-

Bet8e.rrn?A ---------- 1 wrcentoff@ ~T~---- ~-~(mbywsdfbswh eLe-

Fuel flow lT>. . .._.. - +1 Wzerlt far fm flow --- W15 cW
4, Tcaqne, ------------- *lpercent for fullsde... ---------------------------—

~ EngfnesPePd, .v.. -.. +Oflp.=cen tfwfuns=!de. Lfm#ed by Pdter clrmrft (I,fiu
i

i ESPONSE FUNCTIONS

‘RxR’-i%n%%t%z%’i%’i’
K

O+fr,u) (l+ frgll

–lM
(l+i %05.) (l-l-f m .)

–1.zl
(I+ 335 M)(l+f Odai m)

K
(1-Hr,M)CI~k4

z
(FH 3.32bJ(J+i Om d

m
ci-l+s.z? M)(l+f 0.332d

4

Mgmrafc fmm rd h uerlcy-rwmnse
functfonfmm cfdc%atedeqmtf.n

–Ida

(I+f 3.75 m)

—1 .m
(l+f 2.s6 .)

7s
(l+f 3.76 u)
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